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Abstract— Nowadays currencies are taking a huge leap and one such advancement is the crypto currencies which are a 

digital currency and virtual in nature has revolutionary properties. In recent times there is a huge demand for the bitcoins 

which is one such crypto currency. It aims at decentralizing the control over the monetary supply and publicizes all the 

transactions in a ledger. In this paper, a brief overview of the transaction of crypto currencies, its significant properties, 

transactional and monetary transactions and some of the disadvantages are described. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Most of the transactions happening today are either through digital currency or electronic money. Any 

transaction that involves money needs a central authority like banks that validate these transactions and are not 

public. Crypto currencies are a type of digital currencies that are virtual in nature. Crypto currencies use 

decentralized control in contrast with centralized electronic money and central banking systems. Each crypto 

currency is a decentralised control because of block chain which is a public transaction database, functioning as a 

distributed ledger. 

There are many crypto currencies that are active for the purpose of transactions like BitCoins, LiteCoin, 

NameCoin, SwiftCoin, ByteCoin, PeerCoin etc., out of which BitCoin is very popular. Bitcoin was invented by a 

group of people under the name Satoshi Nakamoto. BitCoin could be spent as a unit, a bit is equal to 0.00001 

bitcoins. Satoshi is the smallest unit of bit equal to 0.00000001 bitcoins. The transaction takes place through peer to 

peer and not through any intermediate. These transactions are verified by network nodes through the use of 

cryptography and recorded in called a block chain. A crypto currency is a system that meets all of the following six 

conditions:  

1. The system should be decentralised (no central authority). 

2.  Ownership of crypto currency units can be proved exclusively cryptographically. 

3.  The system defines whether new crypto currency units can be created. If new crypto currency units can be 

created, the system defines the circumstances of their origin and how to determine the ownership of these new units. 

4.  Ownership of crypto currency units can be proved exclusively cryptographically. 

5.  The system allows transactions to be performed in which ownership of the cryptographic units is changed. 

A transaction statement can only be issued by an entity proving the current ownership of these units. 

6.  If two different instructions for changing the ownership of the same cryptographic units are simultaneously 

entered, the system performs at most one OF THEM. 

 

II. CRYPTO CURRENCY TRANSACTION 
 

As shown in Fig.1 any transaction involving two users using crypto currencies is connected to a peer to peer 

network. Every peer has a record of the complete history of all transactions and thus of the balance of every account. 

The transaction is known almost immediately by the whole network. If a user requests a transaction then, the 

address that you send it to is registered on BitCoin block chain as transaction input and the address received by the 

user is registered on the BitCoin block chain as transaction output again, when that user sends BitCoins to another 

user the address gets registered as transaction input to that user so, all the users involved in any transaction of 
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BitCoin can have the scope to trace all the transaction right from the origin of that BitCoin. Hence, creating a 

transparent system where all transactions can be checked any time. But the problem is those amounts attached to 

these transactions aren’t divisible. For instance if user A sends an address with 1 whole BitCoin to user B but, user 

A doesn't want to send the whole 1 Bitcoin and wants to send 0.25 BitCoin so, he requires a change in such a case, 

the BitCoin network creates a third address that automatically sends 0.75 BitCoin to user A’s wallet meaning that 

the address creates a transactional output to user A i.e., the address will have multiple transaction outputs. The 

BitCoin wallets will be containing many BitCoins and BitCoin changes. Another significant feature is that the 

BitCoin can be divided into tiny portions The smallest divisible part of a bitcoin is called a Satoshi, and it amounts 

to just one hundred millionth of a bitcoin for a transaction to be successful, the user who sends the bitcoins has to 

send extra BitCoins along with the BitCoin he has to send as transaction fee. If user fails to pay transaction fees, the 

transaction may fail. But only after a specific amount of time it gets confirmed. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Working of Cryptocurrency Transaction 

 

A problem arises when the user wants to double spend his BitCoin. Let us consider an example where user 

A sends an address signing that “I user A, am giving 1Bitcoin to user B with serial no 12346” and sends it to user B. 

Similarly user A sends the same message that “I user A, am giving 1Bitcoin to user C with serial no 12346” and 

sends it to user C. Both user C and user B find that the block shows the coin belongs to user A and accept the 

transaction and broadcast it. Here there is a possibility of the transaction being forged, also considering another case 

where user A may use traffic network analysis to find times when user C and user B are likely to have 

communication delay and may disrupt their communications. The solution for this problem is that user B and user C 

should not validate their transactions alone. Instead, he should broadcast the possible transaction to entire network 

of BitCoin users, and ask them to help determine whether the transaction is legitimate. If they collectively decide the 

transaction is confirmed then user c and user B can accept the BitCoin and update their Block chain. Confirmation is 

a critical concept in crypto currencies. If a transaction is unconfirmed it may be forged. Once confirmed, it is no 

longer forgeable, it can‘t be reversed, it is part of an immutable record of historical transactions of the Block chain. 

Only miners can validate transactions. Miners either work individually or as a pool. Miners require high hand 

computers and special programs. They have to solve complex mathematical puzzles associated with each transaction 

and compete with other miners. About every ten minutes, they will try to solve a block that has the latest transaction 

data in it, using cryptographic hash functions. In fact, they have to find a hash – a product of a cryptographic 

function – that connects the new block with its predecessor. This is called the Proof-of-Work. In Bitcoin, it is based 

on the SHA 256 Hash algorithm. 
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Fig. 2  A Sample Block Chain Transaction 

For every transaction, there will be a particular hash value (in hexadecimal) even a single change in input 

causes the output to change. The basic aim of the miner is to find the hash value using computer resources that is 

less than or equal to the target specified. 

If the miner is successful and the first one to do so, then he has created a block as shown in Fig.2 and 

receives a reward of 12.5 BitCoins. Each block is created in sequence, including the hash of the previous block. 

Because each block contains the hash of a previous block, it proves that it came afterwards. Sometimes, two 

competing blocks are formed by different miners. They may contain different transactions of BitCoin spent in 

different places. The block with the largest total proof of work embedded within it is chosen for the Block chain. 

 

III. PROOF OF WORK V/S PROOF OF STAKE 
 

1. Proof of work is a process of validating transactions on a block chain by solving the mathematical puzzle. 

Proof of stake is also a process of validation according to how many coins they put at stake on the network. 

2. Proof involves solving hash functions and make sure the result is correct but, hard to explain the function, but 

easy for other miners to verify it. If it works the miners are rewarded. For pos no math is required. Inside the 

network, you lock up certain amount of your stake (any crypto currency generated in this block chain), that becomes 

your proof because something is at stake. Using some random algorithm the network determines who the next block 

creator is, with different factors as criteria(number of coins you lock up, age of the coin, etc.). 

3. Miners need to solve hefty math puzzle so POW requires supercomputing power. Bitcoin mining consumes a 

lot of electricity. On the other hand, POS relies less on hardware because it involves locking up you stake inside 

block chain which doesn't consume a lot of electricity. 

4. Another significant difference between pow and pos is that in the case of pow, during the transaction the user 

who sends bitcoins are supposed to send extra bitcoins as transaction fee. So, the miner who solves the puzzle is 

rewarded with this fee and a block whereas the participants in pos are called validators but not miners because the 

block chain won't provide a block but only transaction fee. 

5. Mining requires physical hardware the more powerful the mining chip is, the stronger computing capacity is. In 

the process of creating new blocks, it may lead to a potential danger when one place accumulates 51% of entire 

network mining power. Hence, the block chain tries to eliminate. This is called a/s 51% attack. Whereas POS 

imposes a threat called nothing at stake attack. Here, validators lock up their stakes as they may not lock anything. 

So, the possibility of creating next block decreases because they have nothing at stake they may not mess up the 

block chain. 
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IV.  TRANSACTIONAL PROPERTIES 
 

� Permission less –As you can buy, transfer, mine crypto currencies .only requirement is the necessary software .it is 

decentralized so the user doesn’t need any permission from the central authority like the bank or government 

institutions. There is no gatekeeper and nobody can prevent you from engaging in mining, trading, or the spending 

of crypto currencies. 

� Irreversible – Once, the transaction is confirmed it is irreversible. There is nobody who has the right to reverse the 

transaction. Once you have sent the money, nobody including yourself or anyone else can reverse the transaction.  

� Security– Crypto currencies are provided security through cryptography. Each block, the transaction is secured by 

unique encryption technique. You can only view your own crypto currency holdings with a specific key. Also, once 

you send the crypto currency, such as a Bitcoin, to someone else, they can only receive it and deposit it into their 

account if they have the corresponding key. This means that anybody without the proper decryption key cannot view, 

send, or receive funds.  

� Instantaneous – al the transactions happen immediately. Transactions can happen anywhere in the global network 

so, the physical location is not significant the only necessity is the required software and computer, unlike bank 

transactions which take several days to complete. 

� Anonymous – The important property of crypto currency is that they are totally anonymous and operate under the 

form of pseudonyms. Crypto currency transactions and accounts are not linked to real-world identities because 

transactions are made on address and it contains a large number of characters, though the transaction flow could be 

traced. It is not possible to know the identity like name of the user sending the bitcoins. Hence crypto currencies are 

totally anonymous and we couldn’t know who is spending or sending them. 

 

V. MONETARY PROPERTIES 
 

The following are few benefits of bitcoins [6]- 

1. Fraud: Generally, individual cryptocurrencies are digital and cannot be counterfeited. 

2. Immediate settlement: Purchasing real properties generally involve some third parties which results in daily in our 

work, and payment of fee. In this there will be no third parties and transactions and settlement are done immediately. 

3. Controlled supply: Most crypto currencies control the supply of the tokens by limiting them according to the 

schedule written in the code. In the case of Bitcoin, the supply decreases in future and will reach its final number 

somewhere in around 2140.So, the monetary supply of a crypto currency in every given moment in the future can 

roughly be calculated today. 

4. No debt but bearer: Crypto currencies don‘t represent debts. They just represent themselves. There is a need to 

analyse the significant properties of crypto currency. Bitcoin don’t need permission; transactions are irreversible and 

anonymous so banks or other government institution can’t control the transaction of the citizens using bitcoins. You 

can't deny someone to accept or deny the transactions and undo transactions. So, crypto currency attack the scope of 

monetary policy 

 

Some of the problems with the crypto currencies [7]- 

 

1. Lack of awareness and knowledge - People are lack in knowledge and unaware of digital currencies and bitoins. 

2. New currency: This is because; cryptocurrencies are still in a developing stage with incomplete features.   

3. Price Manipulation: One of the biggest issues with the crypto currency market is its volatility. The prices of crypto 

currencies on transaction platforms rise and fall drastically over a short period of time. When a tradable asset can 

drop inordinately in less than twenty-four hours, then the volatility of the market is high. There are many reasons 

that contribute to the abnormal changes in the market. The biggest reason why this sort of asset price manipulation 

is possible is due to the lack of position of fees on many crypto currency trading platforms. If satisfactory limits or 

fees are put in place, it will discourage the movement of large buy and sell market positions. 

4. Cyber attacks: Most of the users of crypto currencies are prone to the cyber-attacks of hackers and cybercriminals. 

There have been a number of high-profile crypto currency hacks and cybercrimes where millions of dollars were 

being stolen. Traders and investors have lost funds and some platforms have quit operating. As a result of these 
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hacks, the price of the particular crypto currencies drops drastically. Transactions on a block chain are unchangeable 

and as if funds get stolen, there is little chance of recovering such funds. The trading platforms of the crypto 

currencies have to provide security in order to forbid the activities of the hackers and cybercriminals. 

5. Non uniformity in prices: The problem with the crypto currencies is that the price of the tokens may change on 

different platforms. Price charting is an essential part of asset or commodity trading. It is often necessary to set a 

price chart in order to carry out investment analysis and develop trading strategies. As there are huge differences in 

price for the same crypto currency, price charting is a difficult task also; the sheer degree of volatility in the market 

is an added disadvantage. 

6. Delays in the transaction: The crypto currency market is troubled due to the delay of the almost different types of 

transaction. From opening a trading account to verifying and validating the identity and being able to make deposits 

and withdrawals, the system is quite slow. Block chain technology is ought to make transactions occur faster but it 

takes a long time to be approved by different chains. As block chains become longer and longer, transactions will be 

delayed.  Delayed waiting for the approval. Such delays can be costly. Traders end up missing out their desirable 

positions because the transaction didn’t get completed on time. 

 

VI.  FUTURE OF THE DIGITAL CURRENCY 
 

The existence of the crypto currencies is much longer than the block chain. Before the bitcoins the crypto 

currencies like BitGold existed but these are not as popular as bitcoins as they are unable to provide decentralized, 

transparent ledger due to the absence of block chain technology. Contrasting to the block chain a new form of crypto 

has emerged that leverages the directed acyclic graph (DAG) organizational model for the structure of its 

decentralised ledger. So, new features are added. In one of the protocol, there is a proposal to change the bitcoin 

structure from block chain to tree reducing conformation and validating times and considerably improving security. 

This change has not been implemented in Bitcoin, other crypto currencies are using the DAG-based system 

successfully. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Although crypto currencies have their existence from a long time, they are popular and used recently. Their 

revolutionary properties make them more advantageous than the physical currency but, they have their own share of 

disadvantages as discussed earlier. One of the added disadvantages is that it is not widely accepted everywhere. So, 

there is a necessity for the proper awareness of the crypto currencies. Advancements are being made to recover the 

problems of the major crypto currencies. It is required to face challenges in order to make good decisions. The same 

repeats with the bitcoins. It is most important to understand what bitcoin is and make your decisions what to do with 

bitcoin [9]. 
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